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NORTH SLAVE MINES LIMITED,* 

Ste. 203-19 Richmond St. West, 

Toronto l, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

This ireport covers results of a combined magnetic- 

electromagnetic survey recently completed over your property 

located in Eldorado Township, Timmins Area, Ontario.

PROPERTY. LOCATION. ACCESS;

The property consists of ten contiguous mining claims, 

about 400 acres in all, numbered as follows: P.86102-109, and 

P.86120-121, all inclusive.

The claim group is located in the extreme southeast 

portion of Eldorado Township, Porcupine Mining Division, about 

16 air miles from the city of Timmins, Ontario.

Helicopter service from Timinins is the only readily 

accessible mode of travel to the property.

C
GEOLOGY;

O.D.M. Map No. 2046, Timmins-Kirkland Lake Sheet, 

Indicates that the North Slave claim group is almost entirely
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overburden covered and thus geology is inferred through projection 

of known geology and by interpretative study of aeromagnetic 

sheets. Acid to intermediate volcanic rocks likely underlie the 

claim group, and a tongue of magnetic buildup occupies over 

20# of the property and may represent favourable ultrabasic 

rocks.

C

GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM;

Survey Method and Instrument Data: From a south to north base 

control line cut through the centre of the claim group, crosslines 

were out, chained, and picketed to east and west property limits. 

Linespacing is 200 ft.

A 200 ft. coil separation was employed between trans 

mitter and receiver stations utilizing the "parallel line method" 

where the transmitter operator moves simultaneously with the 

receiver operator for each station reading along parallel lines. 

Stations were established each 100 ft.

The recordings of the dip angle of the primary field 

are plotted in profile at their respective stations. Conductive 

zones occur at crossovers where the profile records a change

from positive to negative angles, le from north to south of the 

line.

A Sharpe SE-200, Mk 11 electromagnetic unit, serial No. 

^2T, was employed in the reconnaissance survey using a frequency 

of 1250 C.P.S.
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A Sharpe M.F.-l Fluxgate magnetometer was used to 

measure the vertical componant of the earth's magnetic field in 

gammas, serial No. 510166. Base stations for determining magnetic 

diurnal variations were established at 4-00 ft. intervals along 

the base control line.

Approximately 56k stations were established for each 

type of survey in the 10.6 mile program.

Geophysical Results and Interpretation; Although a few inflection 

points suggesting weak conductive responses were obtained, no 

crossover profiles were recorded in the electromagnetic survey.

Background on magnetic response is in the area of 

about 1200 gammas. Superimposed on this is a zone of magnetic 

buildup in the central and northern portions of the claim group 

likely representative of ultrabasic material, favourable as. 

host to nickel-carrying sulfides in the area. This zone reaches 

peak values of 3730 gammas on a small anomaly located in the 

southwest quadrant of claim P. 86106. General background for 

the area of magnetic buildup is roughly 2,000 gammas or almost 

twice normal background recorded off of this zone.

A study of the isomagnetics indicates a contact between 

ultrabasic material to the north and granitic-type rocks along 

an east-west line located through the centre of claim P. 86121 

and also in the extreme northeastern portion of the claim group, 

again trending in an east-west to northwest direction.

C
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

A combined magnetic-electromagnetic survey conducted 

over the North Slave holdings located in Eldorado Township, 

Timmins Area, Ontario, Indicated no areas of electromagnetic 

conductance, but did Indicate a broad tongue-like mass of 

interpretated ultrabasic material in the central portion of the 

claim group. Rock of this nature is host for nickel and copper 

sulfide material in adjoining Langmuir Township, and reportedly 

INCO have indicated some million tons of copper-nickel sulfides 

grading over 1# combined. With the recent increase in the price 

of nickel, this area has added economic significance.

No further work is recommended at this time. Prior to 

due date, a re-appraisal of the results of the work done on the 

property will be made in the light of developements in the 

general area. This study may point to sections on the property 

worthy of further exploration.

GLK/lk

Toronto, Ontario, 
October 3, 196?*

Respectfully submitted,

G.L* Klrwan, B.So. 
Consulting Geologist
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MODEL MF-1 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
Operation of the Meter
1.) Remove all magnetic objects from operator's person, e.g. keys, coins, buttons, etc. 

Zippers should be non-magnetic.
2.) Connect Battery Cable, Figure 6, to magnetometer receptacle on bottom of main hous 

ing. This connection must be secured by lock-ring.
3.) Attach battery pack (Fig. S) either in back pocket or on belt behind operator.
4.) Switch on Main Switch (Fig. 3) to first position, which is the battery check. Indicating 

meter needle should rest within red arc. Replace batteries if reading below red arc.
5.)LatitudeAdjustment-Toadjustthe latitude setting toread O gammas is a simple operation.

a. After indicating meter needle (f ig.2)shows voltage okay, switch Main Switch(Fig.3) 
to next position which is the positive reading with the Range Switch (Fig. 1) set at 
the 100K step. (100,000 gamma range)

b.If needle goes full arc to left past O, switch main switch (Fig. 3) to last position 
which is the negative reading range.

c. Figures 10 and 9 indicate the latitude adjustment controls - Coarse control is Fig. 
10 and Fine control is Fig. 9. If scale reading is more than   7,000 gammas rotate 
coarse control (Fig. 10) in steps of 7,000 and switch range down to more sensitive 
range until scale is reading less than   7 ,000 gammas. Remove protection cap on 
fine control (Fig. 8) by pulling straight off. Then rotate fine control switch (Fig. 9) 
until scale reading is O gammas. Check reading by switching main switch from 
positive to negative (or vice versa) to ensure O reading both polarities. Replace fine . 
control protection cap.

6.) Calibration - This meter is calibrated at the factory prior to delivery. Field tests show 
that only by severe misuse (i.e. constant dropping, rough handling, improper shipping) 
can the calibration of this instrument be effected. It is therefore not necessary to re 
calibrate in the field and if through misuse calibration becomes necessary, the meter 
should be returned to the factory. *AII parts are guaranteed against defect for a period 
of one year and will he replaced free of charge. 

'This guarantee does not apply to batteries or the connecting cable.
7.) Trouble Shooting - Under normal conditions the only field problem will be batteries or 

the connecting cable. If after completion of step (4) under "Operation of the Meter" 
the meter still does not indicate voltage, check cable for faulty connection or broken 
cable. If after this procedure, meter still does not indicate current, return unit immedi 
ately to your supplier or directly to the factory.

Regional Latitude Setting*
Normally each unit is pre-set at the factory for the Northern Hemisphere. However, if the
unit is required for Equatorial or Southern Hemispheric regions, the unit will be pre-set at
the factory for these areas. If a unit is going from one of the above regions to another,
reset instructions will be supplied on request.
Field Procedure
1.) Select Base Control station. This station should be selected in relation to one or 

both of two things.
1. General magnetic background (i.e. not anomalous) if possible.
2. Accessibility in relation to area being surveyed.

2.) Set magnetometer to read between Q and 200 gammas.(For contouring and to avoid small 
negative readings, an arbitrary value of I000-800gammas should be added to all readings.

3.) For effective diurnal control, control stations should be permanently marked and read 
ings should be taken at the same height and location each time; a simple method is to 
have the control stations' pickets hammered into the ground with the top atyout waist 
height. Rest the probe end of the magnetometer on the top of the picket. In barren 
country,a mound or large piece of rock or some other material should be used.

4.) Continue survey the same as any other method of magnetic surveying.
5.) Remove and replace Silica-Gel (Fig.7) when deteriorated. The silica gel is located 

in the removable probe housing. 
The Silica bag should not be placed on the bottom of the probe housing.

6.) Do not pass powerfuj magnet closer than l foot to instrument.
7.) During winter operation, batteries should be kept in pocket or under parka. 
 "Warning: - Do not leave batteries in battery case when unit is being stored. Always be 

be sure meter is turned off after use. Disconnect battery cable when meter not in use.
./r-Yy/xv;
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THE SE-200 PORTABLE ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIT

INTRODUCTION

The use of electromagnetic induction methods for the detection of subsurface conductors, in 
cluding base metal sulphide ore bodies, is well established and accepted. The fundamental principal 
on which all these methods are based is as follows: when a conductor is placed in an audio frequency 
alternating magnetic field eddy currents are caused to flow within it. These eddy currents set up a 
secondary field which distorts the original magnetic field. All electromagnetic induction methods de 
tect the presence of a subsurface conductor by measuring the distortion of the transmitted field.

Chief among subsurface geologic conductors are metallic sulphide bodies and graphite zones. 
The former include the majority of copper, lead, zinc and nickel ore bodies. Other conductors, gener 
ally of lesser strength, include electrolyte filled shears and faults,massive magnetite, serpentine and 
certain types of overburden.

The SE-200 consists of two portions, the transmitting unit and the receiving unit. The trans* 
mitting unit includes a transmitter coil, a transmitter oscillator to produce a 1250c.p.s. sine wave al- ' 
temating current in the transmitter coil, and a battery pack for power source. Two spirit levels at right 
angles permit the plane of the transmitting coil to be held vertical or horizontal, as desired.

The receiving unit consists of a receiving coil which can be tuned to resonate at the frequency 
of the transmitted signal, a high gain amplifier which boosts the signal output from the coil, a pair of 
earphones by which one may judge how the received signal is varying, and a clinometer by-which the 
tilt of the plane of the coil may be measured.

All the field techniques which will be discussed below employ the SE-200 as a "null" measur 
ing device. That is, the transmitter coil is held stationary with a selected orientation while the receiver 
coil is rotated about a selected axis until a minimum of signal is heard. The tilt of the receiver coil out 
of the plane it normally occupies at the null is recorded in terms of amplitude and direction, and is used 
to interpret the presence, location and other characteristics of subsurface conductors. Essentially, then, 
the unit measures the tilt or distortion in the direction of the electromagnetic field transmitted.

field procedures employing three types of null configurations will be described below. These 
are designated A, B and C, and are shown on the accompanying sketches. In configuration A the trans-} 
mitter coil is held with its plane vertical and pointing toward the receiver coil. The receiver coil is held 
with its plane horizontal and then tilted about the axis joining the two coils until the "null" or minimum 
signal tilt is observed. This is the configuration which is.most recommended for reconnaissance and detail 
surveys, particularly in the Precambrian Shield, or elsewhere where the geologic conductors are expect 
ed to dip at angles of greater than about 30 . This configuration gives a minimum of response from truly 
flat lying conductors, such as overburden. It is also not effected by elevation differences between the 
coils, providing that the transmitter coil is properly aligned.

Configuration B has the plane of the transmitter coil vertical but perpendicular to the line join 
ing the two coils. The plane of the receiver coil is rotated out of the horizontal about a horizontal axis 
perpendicular to the line joining the two coils. This configuration couples better with truly flat lying con 
ductors than does configuration A. It also provides a greater effect!ve range since it gives rise to twice the 
primary field at the same coil separation that A provides. However, it is susceptible to overburden effects 
and to differences in elevation between the two coils.
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In configuration C the plane of the transmitter coil is held horizontal. The plane of the receiver 
coil is first held vertical and rotated about a vertical axis to obtain a null. The orientation of the coil axis 
at this null is recorded. The coil is then turned 900 and rotated out of the vertical about this axis to get a 
new null. This configuration thus gives rise to two angles, a "strike angle" and a "dip angle". Its advant 
age lies in the fact that it can be used by a single operator for reconnaissance of an area, without cut lines, 
providing the transmitter is placed horizontal on the ground, with the press button taped down so that it is 
continously transmitting. It is, however, susceptible to overburden effects and to effects due to elevation 
differences between the coils.

With any of these configurations under certain conditions a true sharp null cannot be heard. 
These conditions include: very low signal, i.e., when operating with a large coil separation; high back 
ground noise due to power lines, thunderstorms, etc.; or large out-of-phase components due to the effects 
of relatively poor conductors. Under these conditions, as the receiver coil is tilted, the true signal either 
drops below a steady noise background, remains steady or effectively disappears. The earphone sound re 
mains the same for some further degrees of tilting, and then the signal eventually reappears for still further 
tilting. Instead of mentally estimating the null tilt it is usually better policy to record each of the tilt ang 
les where the signal is just audibly stronger than the uniform low sound at the null. The difference between 
these angles, termed the "null width" provides useful information about the reliability of the reading and,in 
the case of the out-of-phase background, it gives an estimate of the phase angle of the secondary fields.

For all these configurations one simple convention of tilt direction applies. If one thinks of 
the plane of the receiving coil as that of a geologic bed, then the tilt at the null will be in the direct 
ion of dip of the corresponding bed. Generally on a survey with lines in one direction only, the tilts 
are indicated as North or South, and East or West, depending on the line direction.

It is often asked "what is the depth penetration of a particular electromagnetic method?" By 
"depth penetration" one usually implies the maximum depth of burial at which a measurable indication may 
be obtained from a subsurface conductor. ; -'

The response from a given body depends on the size, shape, attitude, conductivity and depth of 
burial of the body, plus the type of coil configuration, technique employed and frequencies used. Other 
things being equal, the larger the body the greater the depth at which it can be detected, providing that 
the coil separation can be simultaneously increased in proportion. Under few circumstances can a body 
be detected at a depth greater than its mean dimensions. Also, 'to obtain optimum response from a part 
icular body the coil spacing should not be much larger than the strike length of the body. Under optimum - 
conditions a highly conducting, long, steeply dipping tabular body will not be clearly detectible (i.e., 
will give rise to less than about'3 of tilt) at'a depth greater than about 60*^ of the coil spacing. Thus the 
coil spacing to be employed should be at least twice' the expected maximum depth of overburden and per- 
ferably even larger still. The upper limitation is imposed by the maximum coil spacing at which an adequate 
signal is detected, and also by the strike'length'of the target to be detected.

~" *

For base metal bodies in the Precambrian Shield, an average strike length of about 1000' of heavy 
sulphide mineralization may be expected, under 100' or less of overburden. A coil spacing of 400' is sat 
isfactory for reconnaissance surveys under these conditions.

For first quality surveys an accuracy of lo of tilt is desirable. In the absence of external noise 
and conductive (out-of-phase) effects this implies that a maximum of about 10 in null width is permissible. 
Actual field tests on the SE-200 indicate a conservative range of 500' within the IOO null width limitation, 
Thus, the maxiumum depth of penetration of the SE-200 is about 300' for very large conductors.
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Conductors may be classed as to both strength and quality. Strength is an indefinite factor, as it 

is based on the magnitude of the observed distortion in the tilt angles.' This magnitude is a function of the 
depth of burial, the size, shape,eonductivity and attitude of the body, the coil spacing and configuration, 
and the location and direction of the traverse. Under optimum conditions, with bodies whose depth of bur 
ial is much smaller than the coil spacing ( e.g. up to 50' depth with a 400' coil spacing) peak individual
tilt angles may be classed as follows: 
strong, over 200,

weak, O0 - 50; moderate, 50 - I00; strong, IOO - 200; and very

The quality of a conductor relates to how highly conductive it is. This is reflected in how much 
the null width is increased over what it would normally be at that'separation of the transmitter and receiver 
coils. Usually this is noted at the peak tilt angle distortion and is measured in relation to the amplitude of 
the tilt angle itself. A poor conductor is one whose null width increase is greater than the corresponding tilt 
angle. An intermediate conductor would have a null width increase of 50*36 - 100*36 of the tilt angle. A 
good conductor would have less than 50*36 of the tilt angle as null increase. In some ways the quality is a 
better criterion than the strength, because the latter is effected by depth of burial, and coil spacing etc.

The "typical" base metal sulphide body described above would generally show up as a good and 
strong anomaly. Barren sulphide zones of the same dimensions and continuous heavy graphite zones would 
also have the same electrical characteristics. Shear zones with the same sulphides or graphite often cause 
indications of intermediate quality and moderate strength. Clay filled valleys almost always give rise to 
conductors of poor quality and weak-to-moderate strength. Aside from these generalities it is dangerous to 
be dogmatic about the nature of the source of an observed set of tilt angles.

RECONNAISSANCE TECHNIQUES

The purpose of reconnaissance coverage of an area is to detect the presence
of all conductors of sufficient size and proximity to the ground surface, with a minimum of time and expense. 
In all such techniques both coils move progressively from station to station. Tilt angles are plotted against 
the appropriate receiver location and there is always some indication of where the corresponding transmitter 
coil is located.

Traverse lines may be properly cut and picketed, as on a property to be systematically covered, 
or may be blazed only, using pace and compass control. Stations should be preferably at 100' intervals and 
not more than 200' intervals since reconnaissance type anomalies tend to be rather sharply peaked.

l. Broadside Method (otherwise called the Parallel Line Method)

In this method the traverse lines are inclined at approximately 900 to the expected strike, al 
though the direction is not critical. The two coils move progressively up two parallel lines separated by 
about 400', with both coils being at the same "latitude" relative to the grid. At the proper station inter 
val each coil stops and Configuration A is used (Fig. la).

FI6.I a

X i-1
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CONFIGURATION A

CONFIGURATION B

CONFIGURATION C
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Figure 6 shows detail type (fixed transmitter) tilt angle curves based on model studies for several 
conducting bodies of different depths and dip. These curves assist in the interpretation of dip angle profiles 
resulting from the detail surveys. Points to note include the following:

(a ) The double crossover curve exhibited by the flat lying body/ with the crossovers 
close to the body edges.

(b ) The slight shift of the crossover towards the hanging wall side of a flatly dipping 
conductor.

( c ) The asymmetry of the tilt angle curve caused by a flatly dipping conductor, with 
the larger tilt angles on the footwall side of the crossover.

SPECIFICATIONS /

o
FREQUENCY, 1250 c.p.s.

SIGNAL TYPE: intermittent, 2 to 3 c.p.s.

SEPARATION: up to 500 feet   T (null)

EXPLORATION
DEPTH* approximately Vi of separation *

OPERATIONi all weather

BATTERIES. 2x6 volt #731 Eveready (transmitter), l x 9 volt 
#216 Eveready (receiver)

BATTERY LIFE: in excess of 1000 stations

COIL DIAMETER. 18 inches (46 cm)

TOTAL WEIGHT: 20 Ibs. (9K Kg)

SHIPPING 
WEIGHT: approximately 40 Ibs. (18 Kg)
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